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During the first year of life, infants become attuned to the sounds of their native language(s). For example,
between 6-8 months and 10-12 months, infants learning American English get better at distinguishing American
English [ô] and [l], as in ‘rock’ vs ‘lock’, compared to infants learning Japanese [1]. This phenomenon has been
attributed to infants’ acquisition of phonetic categories, i.e. the vowels and consonants of their native language
[2, 3, 4]. A recent modeling study, however, challenged this interpretation [5]. It provided the first demonstration
of a learning mechanism that predicts this cross-linguistic difference in [ô]-[l] discriminability from raw speech input.
Furthermore, it did so without learning phonetic categories. However, the models in that study were trained on less
than 20 hours of speech from 20 or more speakers in roughly equal proportions, which is not particularly representative
of an infant’s learning conditions.

In this project, we ask whether—similar to infants, who robustly acquire their language across a variety of
environments [6, 7]—the learning mechanism from [5] produces stable learning outcomes across a range of ecologically
plausible learning conditions. We focus on the effect of two parameters: (1) the total amount of input, and (2) the
input distribution over speakers, i.e. the number of speakers and the share of input produced by each speaker. We
assemble a new dataset containing more speech overall (1900 hours for American English and 190 for Japanese) and
more speech per speaker (up to 900 and 60 hours per speaker for American English and Japanese, respectively). This
allows us to cover a range of learning conditions that are more representative of infants’ experience. Furthermore, we
construct the dataset from public domain audiobooks, whereas the previous study used proprietary corpora, making
the results more accessible and replicable.
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